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DEVSECOPS REQUIRES A PLATFORM
APPROACH TO APPLICATION SECURITY

E XE C U TI V E O V E R V I E W

The demand for new software applications in virtually every industry places an immeasurable burden on
developers to do more and to do it faster. Unfortunately, traditional security tools have1 severe limitations
when it comes to today’s complex and distributed applications. They struggle to accurately test for
vulnerabilities in development, keep track of open-source components, and protect applications in
production.

The Contrast Application Security Platform uses a harmonized approach to deliver accurate assessment
testing, deep observability across the software stack, and powerful protection over the entire software
development life cycle (SDLC). In doing so, the Contrast platform helps organizations remove security
roadblocks, reduce alert noise caused by false positives, and scale application security without additional
staff or training. Further, it extends security into production, providing sophisticated runtime defenses that
repel both known and unknown attacks. Consequently, the Contrast platform offers a first in market view of
an organization’s application security profile, informed by vulnerabilities, open-source issues and attacks.
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T O D A Y ’ S D I S H AR M O N Y BETW EEN DEV OP S
A ND S ECU R I TY
Applications have evolved to become the bloodline of modern businesses. Organizations in every sector
increasingly depend on critical applications to run various aspects of their businesses. As a result of this
dependency, software developers compete to find new and better ways to solve problems through their
applications. Some of the most popular trends for gaining an advantage today include:

•

Adopting DevOps tooling. Enterprises are looking to build, test, and release software faster and
more reliably by embracing DevOps tools and practices.1

•

Open-source components invigorate the software supply chain. Development cycles are
shrinking through the use of open-source code, with the market growing at a compound average
growth rate (CAGR) of 22%2 and applications containing an average of 118 third-party libraries.3

•

The rise of cloud-native and serverless applications. Three-quarters of large enterprise cloud
customers now use serverless applications, with the market growing at a CAGR of 27.8%.4
Forrester predicts that by late 2021, 30% of all developers will regularly use cloud containers and
25% will use serverless computing.5
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A PPLIC A T I O N R I S K I N C R E A S ES S H AR PLY
In all instances, speed has become the priority for bringing new applications to market. While an
increasing number of organizations embrace these approaches to accelerate development and delivery,
this has come at the cost of security. The opportunity this presents to cyber criminals has not gone
unnoticed. Application vulnerabilities continue to be exploited by an array of threat actors using
increasingly sophisticated exploit methods. According to Verizon’s 2020 Data Breach Investigations
Report, nearly half (43%) of all successful data breaches can be traced back to an application
vulnerability—a share that more than doubled year over year.6

There has also been a sharp increase in attacks against the “software factory”—the modern application
assembly line that includes coding, building, integrating, testing, delivering, deploying, operating, and
monitoring.7 In addition to more attacks against application vulnerabilities, attackers are also expanding
their attention to the tools and processes used for building applications. The recently uncovered
“dependency confusion” technique that can be used to poison the application-building process is just one
such example.8

DISSONA N C E B E T W E E N S E C UR I T Y AND DE VE LOPME NT
At the heart of these problems is the fact that traditional application security approaches cannot keep
pace with the speed and spread of modern development environments. Constant security scans slow
down release cycles and increase developer inefficiencies.9 At the same time, most organizations (79%)
report that developers are under increasing pressure to shorten release cycles.10 Even if security teams
can remove all of the false positives in reports before they are sent back to developers, the time spent
remediating and verifying that a fix doesn’t introduce additional issues consumes valuable time on the
part of developers.

MORE THAN HALF (55%) OF DEVELOPERS ADMIT TO SOMETIMES
SKIPPING SECURITY SCANS TO MEET DEADLINES.11
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The vast majority of organizations (91%) say that vulnerability scans take at least three hours—and for
35%, they takes eight or more hours.12 Legacy application security vendors may offer “incremental
scanning” as an option to reduce the time spent per scan. However, incremental scans are far less
accurate in their results, which exacerbates the already dire problem of alert fatigue for security teams
dependent on traditional scan tools. The industry average for traditional static application security testing
(SAST) solution accuracy is a mere 26%.13

This inaccuracy means that teams often waste cycles addressing low-priority alerts while missing critical
vulnerabilities that introduce real risks. Ultimately, this inhibits an organization’s ability to
scale—developing and delivering new products to market. And when security teams waste too much time
on scanning and alert diagnostics, there is little time left for higher-impact tasks, such as threat hunting.

C OM PLIAN C E A N D R E G UL A T O R Y R IS KS
The increased risk that applications pose has led to new security standards and compliance requirements.
Organizations need application security tools that assist DevOps teams with risk management. This
means identifying, assessing, and prioritizing vulnerabilities to determine whether they need immediate
mitigation or ongoing monitoring in accordance with the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) Cybersecurity Framework as well as compliance with applicable privacy laws and industry
regulations—such as the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) or the Payment Card Industry
(PCI) standard.

ALMOST ALL (99%+) ORGANIZATIONS REPORT THAT THE AVERAGE
APPLICATION IN PRODUCTION HAS 4 OR MORE VULNERABILITIES.14
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OPE N-SOUR C E R I S KS
Developers are achieving greater efficiency through increased use of open-source code; Forrester recently
reported a 40% jump in the use of open-source code in one year.15 While open-source libraries comprise
a large percentage of the code present in an application, only a tiny fraction of that code is actually used.
The average application contains 118 libraries, but only 38% of libraries are actively used by the
application—and only 31% of library classes within active libraries are actually ever invoked by a given
piece of software.16

With the amount of third-party code not ever used in an application, this means that teams spend
inordinate amounts of time chasing open-source vulnerabilities that do not pose a real threat. The reason
is that legacy security tools cannot see what code is actually being used during the application runtime.

At the same time, the number of vulnerabilities logged in the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
database is skyrocketing at an unprecedented clip.17 With such a large number of libraries in use and the
burgeoning volume of CVEs, version control is important. A large percentage of potential vulnerabilities
can be avoided by simply using the current version of each library, where discovered CVEs have often
been remediated. Unfortunately, the vast majority (86%) of open-source library instances do not use the
latest version.18

Open-source risk management, however, extends beyond code vulnerabilities. It also includes tracking
the licensing complexities associated with high-volume reliance on open-source components.
Open-source libraries and frameworks have become ubiquitous in development environments to help
accelerate delivery of new software. Organizations that are unsure of their obligations under license can
experience problems with intellectual property rights or monetary losses.19

69% OF JAVA APPLICATIONS AND 33% OF NODE APPLICATIONS
INCLUDE A LIBRARY WITH A HIGH-RISK LICENSE.20
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C R IT ICA L PR O B L E MS THA T I N HI BI T DEV S EC OPS
Ultimately, today’s organizations should not be forced to choose between speed and security. They need
both. In fact, finding tools that build security into development processes can actually accelerate operations
while improving the quality of innovations. This approach synchronizes the workflows and objectives of
developers, operations managers, and security experts within the organization—a strategic alignment
known as DevSecOps. DevSecOps is a culture shift in the software industry that aims to bake security into
the rapid-release cycles that are typical of modern application development and deployment environments.21

But there are a number of outstanding issues within today’s development environments that inhibit the
practical implementation of DevSecOps:

LIM IT E D D E V E L O P E R T I M E T O F I X S E CU R ITY IS S U E S
For development teams that push code on a regular basis, there is limited capacity to find and fix all the
application vulnerabilities that are surfaced. As the amount of code grows, so does the vulnerability backlog.
While the backlog grows, the developer’s time or expertise to address the backlog does not. Applications
running in production are subsequently exposed.

A concerted effort to remediate the vulnerabilities that put businesses at risk and "pay down" their security
debt (viz., an increasing number of unremediated vulnerabilities) is the single most powerful action a
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company can take to reduce the chance of a breach.22 Businesses with more security debt are falling
farther behind and experience higher volumes of vulnerabilities—1.7x higher than for organizations with
below-average security debt.23

A key contributing factor is the poor accuracy of legacy application security solutions. As previously
mentioned, outdated static scanning tools have low accuracy and yield a high number of false positives.
Software composition analysis (SCA) tools are another example because they do not differentiate between
vulnerabilities in inactive libraries and classes and those that are active. As a result, they return false
positives when they identify a CVE that poses no risk. The false positivity rate is 23% for Java applications,
13% for .NET applications, and 69% for Node applications.24 Under-resourced teams waste precious time
manually analyzing these high volumes of false-positive alerts.

Even when organizations invest in tools to address application security, software still ends up exposed to
risks and teams end up with more work managing a disconnected infrastructure. Organizations today
often rely on individual solutions for scanning open-source components (SCA) that include testing
applications in development (SAST), dynamic application security testing (DAST), interactive application
security testing (IAST), and protecting against attacks in production (web application firewalls [WAFs]).
This “tool soup” complexity creates a steep learning curve and low actionability for teams. To make
matters worse, application security often doesn’t integrate with the various deployment, build, and test
tools used in DevOps environments (e.g., ticketing, chat, containerization, continuous
integration/continuous deployment [CI/CD] pipelines).

MORE THAN HALF OF ORGANIZATIONS SAY THEIR SECURITY TEAM
HAS REACHED A TIPPING POINT WHERE THE NUMBER OF SECURITY
TOOLS IN PLACE ADVERSELY IMPACTS THEIR SECURITY POSTURE
AND INCREASED RISK.25
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NO C ONT E X T O R A C T I O N A B L E D A TA TO PR IOR ITIZE OR R E ME DIATE
SE C U RIT Y D EF E C T S
Organizations that depend on legacy application security (such as a traditional SAST tool) subsequently
lack interior visibility of their application code. Therefore, the application security solution cannot provide
contextual information to help teams quickly locate vulnerabilities inside the code or prioritize them
according to the level of risk each presents, nor can they provide guidance for fixing the problem. As a
result, organizations struggle to correlate, prioritize, and remediate application risks in a timely manner.

NEARLY THREE OUT OF FOUR ORGANIZATIONS (73%) REPORT THAT
EACH SECURITY ALERT THEY RECEIVE CONSUMES AN HOUR OR MORE
OF APPLICATION SECURITY TIME.26

ME A NINGL E S S M E T R I C S D R I V E T HE WR ONG BE H AVIOR
The metrics used to evaluate the success of application security today very often do not help mitigate risk.
These measurements might include number of scans performed, number of applications tested, and/or
number of vulnerabilities found. But through the all-important lens of remediation, most of these incumbent
tools break down. It is no wonder that 96% of business applications contain vulnerabilities, 26% contain at
least one that is critical, and 43% of breaches are connected to an application vulnerability.27
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FIXING A VULNERABILITY GETS MORE EXPENSIVE AS THE
DEVELOPMENT PROCESS GETS FURTHER FROM WHERE THE ERROR
WAS INTRODUCED—AND FOR ONE MAJOR APPLICATION SECURITY
VENDOR, THE AVERAGE MTTR IS CURRENTLY 171 DAYS.28

Z E RO-DAY V UL N E R A B I L I T I E S
Attacks against zero-day vulnerabilities are typically reserved for high-value targets, such as financial and
medical institutions. But they are still dangerous to all organizations after discovery, due to the fact that it
takes an average of 59 days for vendors to roll out patches.29 Further, many applications have critical
zero-day vulnerabilities that do not have a patch yet. As a result, applications running in production are
exposed to potential exploitation.
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W H A T TO L O O K F O R I N A N A P P LI C A TI ON
S E C U R I TY PL ATF O RM
Legacy approaches to application security place the objectives of security and development teams in
conflict. Organizations need a more modern approach that harmonizes those objectives—allowing security
teams to focus more on skilled tasks such as hard-to-find vulnerability research and threat hunting.

A modern approach to securing today’s complex and distributed software systems depends on the ability to
automatically see how all parts of the application code perform when it is actually running. This requires an
interior (rather than exterior) perspective of the code—one that enables comprehensive observability of the
application runtime.

OBSERVABILITY GIVES ORGANIZATIONS A REAL-TIME
UNDERSTANDING OF HOW THE CODE IS BEHAVING SO THAT
AUTOMATED CONTROLS CAN THEN BE IMPLEMENTED FOR FAST
REMEDIATION AND IMPROVED SECURITY.
10
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An inside-out approach that dynamically instruments an application for security offers a more effective
solution for the nature of modern applications.30 At the application layer, organizations can add a security
agent component to the application code that produces continuous, complete, and accurate security
without scanning. The agent is deployed once and operates throughout the entire life cycle of the
application. In addition, a single solution can replace all the outside-in tools at once by establishing a
platform of integrated capabilities.

AN INSTRUMENTATION-BASED APPLICATION SECURITY PLATFORM
COULD SAVE OVER $600,000 IN BUSINESS VALUE IN THE FIRST
YEAR AND $1.45 MILLION OVER THREE YEARS VERSUS A LEGACY
APPLICATION SECURITY SOLUTION.31

RE AL-T IM E R E M E D I A T I O N
To solve the problem of limited developer time to fix, an effective application security platform solution
must find more real vulnerabilities faster. Organizations need accurate vulnerability testing results so that
security teams can focus on higher-level objectives. Developers are empowered immediately to fix
vulnerabilities in real time as they code—without waiting for security team input, subsequent context
switching, and snowballing remediation backlogs.

Because not every vulnerability can be remediated prior to release, application security must also provide
“air-cover” protection to ship securely with open vulnerabilities. This means inherent, post-release
protection for any noncritical vulnerabilities that are left in the application—until patches are released or
developers have time to go back and fix them.
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SIMPLIF IE D S E C UR I T Y A C R O S S T H E S DLC
To solve the problem of disparate tools, an effective solution must cover the entire SDLC (from
development through production), across applications that are both modern and legacy. This requires a
platform-based approach to security, including tools such as SCA and IAST, as well as exploit prevention
capabilities such as runtime application protection and observability. And while traditional security tools
typically specialize on either custom code or open-source components, a modern approach to application
security should encompass both capabilities.

RU NT IM E V I S I B I L I T Y A N D C O N T E XTU AL GU IDANCE
To solve the problem of no context or actionable data to triage or remediate, an effective solution must
use runtime-informed vulnerability analysis. Testing and protection through the same platform tooling
allows organizations to leverage context from each phase to inform earlier phases. For example, a specific
rule firing in a live application in production can inform developers to prioritize that vulnerability in
development.

The DevSecOps platform should also confirm SAST findings with runtime context to root out false
positives. Accurate results with contextual information allow development teams to immediately act
without delays or disruption to high-level security team priorities. To this end, the platform should also
provide developer-friendly “how-to-fix” guidance that pinpoints exactly where a vulnerability appears in
the code—and how it works.

M E A SU RIN G T H E V O L UM E A N D S P E E D OF R E ME DIATION
To solve the problem of meaningless metrics, security teams must be able to measure the number of
vulnerabilities remediated as well as mean time to remediate (MTTR). These metrics are the true way to
evaluate application security effectiveness. These numbers convey a strong indicator of the maturity of an
application security program; faster remediation time translates into both lower risk and lower security
debt for the organization.
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Z E RO-DA Y P R O T E C T I O N I N P R O D U CTION
Finally, to solve the problem of unpatched or zero-day defects once an application goes into production, a
solution must offer the ability to discover and defend against zero-day exploits that do not have a patch or
fix in place. It also requires a comprehensive DevSecOps platform approach that enables organizations to
remediate zero-day vulnerabilities exploited in runtime applications in applications in development.
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T H E IN D U S TR Y ’ S O NLY TRUE A P P LI C A TI ON
S E C U R I TY PL ATF O RM
The Contrast Application Security Platform is designed to integrate with Agile and DevOps processes by
operating within the application itself. Contrast leverages instrumentation to embed security within the
application runtime that solves the challenges legacy application security tools present in modern software
environments. This inside-out approach to the application security model removes the guesswork of
outside-in tools, delivering the accuracy, efficiency, and scalability modern software demands.

15

Contrast offers a platform-level approach that addresses three critical shortfalls of traditional application
security solutions. Contrast accelerates DevOps by removing security bottlenecks from application
development, reduces the noise of false positives, and scales security wherever an application exists across
its life span without specialized security training and staff.

The Contrast Application Security Platform is comprised of three core solutions:

•

Contrast Assess automatically identifies software vulnerabilities in real time while developers write
code. Contrast Assess monitors code and reports from inside the application—enabling developers
to find and fix vulnerabilities without involving security experts and without specialized security
expertise. In addition to removing delays in development cycles, Contrast Assess also frees up
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security teams to focus on providing governance and more essential skilled activities like threat
hunting.

•

Contrast OSS detects which open-source software components are called in the application
runtime and provides the ability to prioritize remediation based on which libraries are actively being
used. Organizations can leverage the Contrast command-line interface (CLI) at the earliest stages of
development to detect vulnerabilities in open-source libraries. Contrast OSS also helps
organizations identify if any components expose an organization to unnecessary security risks or
legal problems due to licensing complications. It provides critical versioning and usage information
and triggers alerts when risks and policy violations are detected. This eliminates the need for a
separate assessment with different tools. There are no scans to manage and no extra steps for
developers—just continuous insight.

•

Contrast Protect uses real-time analysis of application runtime events to confirm exploitability
before taking action to block an attack. It accommodates modern application release velocity with
immediate protection via built-in application sensors. That means that Contrast Protect is ready for
an attack from the first line of code onward. There is no lag time understanding changes to updated
applications. Whether teams are releasing hourly, daily, weekly, or any other cadence, Contrast
Protect delivers an automated compensating control for vulnerabilities. It offers an
instrumentation-based approach that simplifies security deployment and scalability, while providing
accuracy that virtually eliminates the problems associated with false-positive alerts.
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K E Y P L ATF O R M CA PA BI LI TI ES
The Contrast Application Security Platform continuously identifies application vulnerabilities in both custom
and open-source code—from development through release to production. Here, the Contrast Application
Security Platform delivers the following key capabilities:

SING LE PL A T F O R M
The Contrast platform offers vulnerability testing in development as well as protection against attacks in15
production through the same embedded security agent. It can therefore present a full-stack view of
application risk posture. With a single integration point, the Contrast platform delivers true DevSecOps
with SCA, application security testing, and exploit prevention capabilities using instrumentation across the
entire SDLC.

DE VSE C OP S C O N T R O L C E N T E R
The Contrast platform provides comprehensive visibility and control of software risk at every level—from a
single application or microservice up to the team, business unit, or even enterprisewide levels. This
advantage manifests itself as two key capabilities:

•

Assurance and Policy Orchestration. The Contrast platform offers a view of an application's
risk score associated with open-source and custom code, as well as attacks. This full life-cycle
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view of risk allows for enterprisewide reporting, assurance, and benchmarking of application
security risk posture. This capability also enables security teams to enforce consistent,
cross-SDLC software security policies across the enterprise, on a business unit, on a specific
team, or across a portfolio of applications.

•

Runtime Informed Risk Posture. This capability affords more accurate and effective
vulnerability fixes, without correlating with other systems or requiring security expertise. For
example, a specific rule firing in a live application in production can inform developers to prioritize
that vulnerability in development. In addition, certain cross-phase analysis techniques can greatly
improve the fidelity of results (compared to stand-alone tools). The Contrast platform's static
analysis techniques can identify security controls and rule out exploitable flows to strengthen the
accuracy of code analysis results.

Z E RO-DA Y D E F E N S E S
In production, Contrast monitors runtime data flows to detect the exact moment an attack reaches an
application vulnerability. Then, before a breach can occur, it instantly blocks any exploitable runtime
events without affecting the application. This includes unknown threats, new variants, and zero-day
attacks that often slip past perimeter defenses (e.g., WAFs), directly exposing internal application stacks
to exploitation. Contrast’s SCA capabilities leverage data from Contrast Assess to unearth open-source

15

vulnerabilities before they are disclosed to the National Vulnerability Database.32

Contrast’s zero-day defenses support two core benefits. First, they provide "air-cover" protection against
any vulnerability in the application until a patch is released or developers can fix the issue. Second,
real-time observability of the application runtime allows Contrast to instantly discover and defend against
previously unknown live exploits.
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E NA BL I N G D E VS ECO P S
Legacy approaches to application security struggle with the evolving nature of complex and distributed
software stacks. Their “outside-in” positioning obscures their visibility, degrades their accuracy, and
depends on human security experts for analysis before vulnerability remediation recommendations can be
made to development teams. On their own, they cannot provide comprehensive visibility of all the application’s various parts, how they function during operation, or where actual vulnerabilities might reside—failing
to meet the aggressive demands of modern DevSecOps. This inherent lack of observability perpetuates15a
cycle of late identification of vulnerabilities, slow remediation, and mounting security debt—all of which
contribute to greater risk.

In contrast to legacy application security models that approach security from outside the application, the
Contrast Application Security Platform uses instrumentation to provide an “inside-out” approach. It delivers
accurate assessment testing, deep observability across the application stack, and powerful protection
across the entire SDLC. It helps DevOps evolve into DevSecOps by removing security roadblocks, reducing
alert noise caused by false positives, and scaling security without additional staff or training.
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ONLY CONTRAST CAN:
1.

Provide true DevSecOps control over your code—from build to run, from open-source
vulnerabilities to live attacks

2.

Unblock the SDLC by finding more real vulnerabilities in real time

3.

Turn developers into security experts with developer-friendly “how-to-fix” guidance and
prebuild CLI tools

4.

Allow organizations to ship applications securely—even with open vulnerabilities

5.

Defend against zero-day attacks and secure unpatched libraries
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Contrast Security is the world’s leading provider of security technology that enables software applications to protect themselves against
cyberattacks, heralding the new era of self-protecting software. Contrast's patented deep security instrumentation is the breakthrough
technology that enables highly accurate assessment and always-on protection of an entire application portfolio, without disruptive
scanning or expensive security experts. Only Contrast has sensors that work actively inside applications to uncover vulnerabilities,
prevent data breaches, and secure the entire enterprise from development, to operations, to production.

